RACV Safe Driver Training
for business.

COURSE
Safety awareness
workshop

RACV Safe Driver Training offers driver safety
courses for businesses wanting to improve
their employees’ driving skills, behaviour and
knowledge in a safe learning environment.
Why choose RACV?

There are a number of RACV Safe Driver training courses available.
They range from a few hours in a classroom to full day workshops
including in car assessments. All programs are delivered by fully
qualified RACV driving instructors and are available to businesses
throughout Victoria.

A safe workplace

Occupational Health and Safety legislation requires employers
to conduct assessments of the risks associated with work and
the workplace and introduce measures to eliminate or control any
risks identified. If your business has employees driving as part of
their daily work, it makes sense to conduct risk assessments for the
task of driving.

AIM

DURATION

To improve drivers’ knowledge
2 hours
of current road rules and raise
awareness of safer driving practices
incorporating safe driving behaviour
in everyday driving situations.

KEY CONTENT AND FEATURES
Interactive presentation, including take
home pack and certificate of attendance.
•

Topics include:

•

Road rules quiz

•
•

•

In car driver
assessment –
individual

In car driver
assessment –
group

Understanding OH&S requirements
Driver behaviour

Organisation or industry specific
topics as requested

1 hour
or 2 hours

In car assessment including:

(training and
assessment)

•

To assess and report on
a driver’s practical skills
and behaviour, reactions
to hazards, other motorists
and economical use of a
motor vehicle.

2 hours

In car assessment including:

$415

(training and
assessment)

•

Vehicle set up

(up to 3 participants)

•

Feedback on performance

•

Vehicle set up

•

Feedback on performance

•

•
•

To provide in vehicle training
specific to the vehicle type.
The course focuses on
OH&S responsibility,
safe driving behaviours
and passenger safety.

To instil positive driving
behaviours and a responsible
philosophy towards ourselves
and other road users.

Review of driving performance
Full report provided to participant
and organisation

Review of driving performance

$215
(1 hour)
$415
(2 hours)
(1 participant)

Full report provided to participant
and organisation

Participants take turns driving over
the 2 hour period.

2 hours

In vehicle training including:

$415

(training and
assessment)

•

Vehicle set up

(1 participant)

•

Feedback on performance

•
•

Suitable for small buses,
utilities and SUV’s.
Safe driver
workshop

$1,430
(up to 20 participants)

To assess and report on
a driver’s practical skills
and behaviour, reactions
to hazards, other motorists
and economical use of a
motor vehicle.

•

In car – light
commercial
vehicle

COST

1 day
(training and
assessment)

Review of driving performance
Full report provided to participant
and organisation

Interactive presentation, including take
home pack and certificate of attendance.
Topics included are the same as Safety Awareness
Workshop.

$3,300
(up to 18 participants)

In car driver assessment – group,
as listed above.

Note: There are no skidpan activities and the driving component is carried out on normal
roads with the weather conditions that prevail on the day. Vehicles supplied by customer
for in car assessment are conducted on-road in a range of urban traffic environments. In
car participants must hold a current Victorian drivers licence. Additional charges may
apply for travel to regional areas. All prices include GST. Terms & conditions apply,
please visit racv.com.au/safedrivertraining.

Safe Driver
Workshop and
Assessment
(One day)

To improve drivers’ knowledge
and awareness of safer driving
practices. Assess drivers’
practical skills through a theory
and practical program.

3 hours
(training and
assessment)

Interactive presentation and in
car assessment.
•

Topics include:

•

Fatigue

•
•
•
•

Road rules quiz
Driver behaviour

Review of driving performance

Report on driving performance

$590

